
Stenciling and Coding 
Solutions for Metals



Reliable stenciling 
and coding systems 

for high-performance 
production lines 

and the people who 
operate them.

Trust & Reliability
Maintain optimal efficiency 
at all times with marking 
solutions and people you 
can trust day in, day out.

Applied Expertise
No matter what you’re 
wanting to print, no matter 
the requirements, our experts 
know how to make it happen.

Innovation
Our products and solutions 
are constantly pushing the 
envelope, finding new ways 
to make your marking and 
coding tasks effortless.



Fiber Laser
The Matthews e-SolarMark+ Fiber laser 
coding system is designed to provide 
contrasting marks onto a variety of 
metals including coated metal, stainless 
steel, brass and titanium. Suitable for 
a variety of industries, the fiber laser 
is ideal for aerospace, automotive, 
building products, and more.

matthewsmarking.com

PRODUCT SOLUTIONS

Applications
+  2D codes
+  Alpha-numeric code 
+  Striping
+  Product identification
+  Logos and branding

Benefits
+  Stenciling
+  Traceability
+  Reliability
+  Improved uptime
+  Easy to integrate
+  Temperature-resistant inks that 

withstand high-heat environments 
+  Large variety of pigmented inks,  

UV inks, and fluorescent inks for  
dark metals

V-Series
The VIAjet™ V-Series is the ideal inkjet stenciling 
solution for challenging industrial environments such  
as steel factories.

+  Fastest printer in the industry with the longest 
lifecycle—over 9 billion firings per printhead

+  Easy message 
changeover and a 
wide assortment  
of inks 

+  Inkjet technology 
eliminates risk  
of injury that   
other stenciling 
options impart

Value
+  Recognized as the most reliable  

large character valve technology 
available worldwide.

+  Industry experts —over 150 years in 
marking and coding, we’ve seen it all.

+  Customizable systems for any 
environment. We are your true partners, 
with standard or custom configured 
systems to fit your particular application 
and environment.

+  Improve production flexibility by 
reducing changeover times.



At Matthews, we understand one size doesn’t always fit all. We have a long track record of 
providing customized solutions for every challenge, big or small. As a true partner, we are 
skilled at building solutions tailored to your requirements, helping you increase productivity, 
reduce waste, and improve overall efficiency. 

ENGINEERED SOLUTIONS
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MPERIA®

Marking and Coding Automation 
Consolidated control over all marking and coding across all your production 
lines just got easier. MPERIA seamlessly integrates with virtually any coding 
equipment, data file or enterprise system. It’s so adaptable, you’ll never need 
to re-engineer existing data systems or modify current processes. 
Flexible architecture and our library of standard plugin drivers—along with the 
use of common communication protocols—keeps integration costs down and 
makes equipment upgrades easy. Unparalleled system performance allows 
limitless extensibility to multiple lines and plants to keep up with your growth.

PRODUCT SOLUTIONS

Inks
All our inks are developed in-house by our Ink Development team and we are 
well-versed in the steel and iron industry’s environments. From temperature-
resistant inks, to highly-pigmented inks, we have the right printing solution to 
easily identify your product. Developing a new ink to meet new regulations and 
manufacturing requirements is something we do all the time. Your choice of inks 
is practically limitless.

Partner with Matthews and let us put 
our experience and technical know-how 
to work for you. 


